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When a system robustly corrects component-level errors, the direct pressure on component performance
declines. Components become less reliable, maintain more genetic variability, or drift neutrally, creating
new forms of complexity. Examples include the hourglass pattern of biological development and the hour-
glass architecture for robustly complex systems in engineering.
Introduction

The ultimate result of shielding men

from the effects of folly, is to fill the

world with fools.—Herbert Spencer

The more strongly a robust system pro-

tects itself from the failure of its compo-

nents, themore the system’s components

will tend to decay in performance. Sup-

pose, for example, that our bodies added

another protection against cancer. Then,

a breakdown in an existing protection

would have less consequence because

the extra protection provides an addi-

tional check against disease.1

Reduced consequence means that the

direct pressure of natural selection on ex-

isting components has weakened. Less

selective pressure leads to evolutionary

decay. The ultimate result of shielding

a system from the failure of its compo-

nents is to fill the system with weakened

components. I call that the paradox of

robustness.2

The logic is so simple and compelling

that it must be true. But is it important?

How much of evolutionary pattern and

biological design arise from the paradox

of robustness?

The answers remain unclear. Part of the

difficulty is that the paradox of robustness

focuses too narrowly. Instead, we must

think more broadly about how robustness

influences the architecture of organismal

design.

I build toward that broader perspective

through a series of steps. The first section

develops the paradox of robustness by

expanding the cancer example and

adding an engineering example from

the history of computer hard drives and

data storage. Those examples clarify

how system robustness leads to compo-
nent decay and to greater complexity of

design.

The second section links various ideas

to the paradox of robustness, particularly

the theory of constructive neutral evolu-

tion.3 The similarities and differences be-

tween these theories help to build a

broader framework.

The third section reviews observed pat-

terns of robust and complex systems. The

hourglass pattern of development4 and

the hourglass pattern for the architecture

of robust systems5 provide interesting ex-

amples, suggesting an expanded con-

ceptual foundation for robustness and

complexity.

The final section illustrates the new

theory’s perspective. In machine learning,

deeply and densely connected computa-

tional neural networks revolutionized arti-

ficial intelligence. Similarly, deeply and

densely wired regulatory control architec-

tures of cells, which may have arisen as a

consequence of the paradox of robust-

ness, could have accelerated evolu-

tionary adaptation in the history of life.6

Figure 1 provides a conceptual overview.

The paradox of robustness
I illustrate the theory with two examples,

cancer and computer hard drives.

To protect against cancer, our bodies

have multiple protections. Tumors prog-

ress as those protections break down.

For example, several checkpoints act as

brakes on the cell cycle. Knockouts of

thosebrakesallowcontinuouscell division,

favoring tumor growth. At the cellular level,

damage often induces cell suicide, culling

aberrant and potentially precancerous

cells. Knockout of the normal apoptotic

suicide program promotes cancer.

Different tissues in our bodies seem to

have different numbers of protections
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against cancer. The same tissue in

different organisms seems to have

different numbers of protections. In other

words, the amount of protection seems

to be evolutionarily labile.

That evolutionary lability leads to a

thought experiment.1 What happens

when an extra protection gets added?

Initially, the system more robustly pro-

tects against perturbations that cause

disease because there is one more factor

that limits the spread of a tumor. That

enhanced system robustness also

changes the pressure of natural selection

acting directly on the protective compo-

nents that were already present. For

example, losing a brake on the cell cycle

is less important if there is now another

apoptotic mechanism that can detect

such damage and kill the cell.

Weakened selective pressure enhances

the spread ofmutations and the heritability

of disease. The reduced benefit provided

by a particular component may also cause

that component to decay evolutionarily to

a less costly, lower performing, and slop-

pier state.2

As the components decay, the newly

added protection becomes evolutionarily

irreversible.2 Removing that protection

now exposes the lower performing com-

ponents without the additional protection.

The system would perform poorly. Thus,

additional robust protection and the sub-

sequent evolutionary relaxation of the

prior components lead to an irreversible

increase in complexity.

This relation between enhanced system

robustness and component decay follows

simple logic. As the system becomes bet-

ter at protecting against failure, fluctua-

tions and sloppiness in component per-

formance matter less. Enhanced system

robustness associates with decaying
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Figure 1. Conceptual framework described in this article.
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component performance. That logic ap-

plies broadly to any system evolving with

respect to performance.

The logic is so simple and general that it

would seem to be a fundamental principle

of evolutionary design. However, it is

challenging to find compelling examples

in biology.7 One difficulty is that we

cannot easily see the steps by which this

evolutionary process occurs. We would

need evidence for the origin of a new

mechanism that enhances robustness

at the system level. We would then need

to trace the history over which various

components of the system decay in

performance.

In searching for examples that illustrate

the steps of increasing system robust-

ness and decaying component perfor-

mance, the best case that I could find
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comes from the engineering history of

computer hard drives and data storage.

Many years ago, a small hard drive was

expensive. Part of the expense arose from

the need to make the drives reliable, with

low failure rates and low error rates. Drive

failures cause catastrophic loss of data.

Data errors cause loss of confidence,

eventually rendering the data useless.

The primary approach to data storage

changed over time. Instead of focusing

on reliable and expensive individual

drives, storage design emphasized

redundant arrays of inexpensive disks,

or RAID arrays. Redundancy enhances

reliability by making copies of the data.

For example, copies of data may be

stored on two disks. If one drive fails, the

other has a full copy of the data and

nothing is lost. However, making two fully
redundant copies slows performance and

doubles the number of drives required,

increasing the cost.

To gain the benefit of redundancy and

mitigate the costs, RAID arrays often use

special RAID controllers that are small

computers sitting above the data storage

array. When the data come in to be

stored, the RAID controller breaks up the

data into small chunks and spreads those

data chunks across the array in a partially

redundant manner. More data copies

enhance protection against the failure of

individual drives but also increase costs

and reduce performance. One can tune

the redundancy to achieve particular

goals of reliability, cost, and performance.

Most modern mid-level and high-level

computing systems use some variant of

RAID data storage.

If a drive in the RAID array fails, one can

pull out that drive and put in a new one

without turning off the system. The RAID

controller uses the redundant data on

the other drives to fill the new drive with

the same data held by the failed drive.

The system fully recovers while

continuing to run.

Here is the key point with regard to the

paradox of robustness. Because a failed

drive causes relatively little disruption, it

is no longer so important that individual

drives be engineered to high reliability at

large expense. Instead, system designers

choose relatively inexpensive disks that

have relatively high failure rates.

The robustness gained by designing

reliability at the higher system level

causes a shift in the marginal costs

and benefits of component disk perfor-

mance. The best design typically allows

a decay in component disk performance,

leading to a reliable system that has

cheaper, lower-performing, and sloppier

components.

In engineering, if we wish to redesign

the system, we can throw out the current

design and start over. In biology, the

greater robustness achieved by adding a

high-level manager above the component

parts will often be irreversible because the

lower-level components will evolve to

depend on the higher level of control

and protection.

Related theories
The cancer and RAID examples intro-

duced the paradox of robustness. I now

describe some related theories to give a
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sense of similar topics and to broaden the

conceptual framing of the subject. I start

with brief summaries of three ideas to pro-

vide some historical perspective. I then

develop the theory of constructive neutral

evolution in detail.

The first idea comes from Susan Lind-

quist. She studied cell biology systems

in which one protein buffers the effects

of variability in other proteins.8 In the

absence of the buffer, amino acid substi-

tutions typically reduce protein perfor-

mance. Some of those deleterious amino

acid substitutions become functionally

neutral in the presence of the buffer. I

describe a specific example below.

The point here is that buffering causes a

kind of robustness in which changes that

were previously deleterious become

neutral. In the presence of the buffer,

those neutral variants will accumulate in

the population, increasing genetic diver-

sity. In essence, the buffered proteins

decay in their performance when isolated

from their system’s robust protection, a

kind of evolutionary relaxation in response

to system robustness.

The second idea comes from the theory

of neutral networks.9 We start with a

network of interacting components within

cells. Given our focus on robustness, we

imagine some higher-level process that

renders alternative network interactions

nearly equivalent in function. The neutrality

of alternative network interactions leads to

evolutionary drift in those interactions.

Eventually, the interacting components

may arrive at a state from which they can

achieve a significantly altered way of

functioning or a significantly better way

to adapt to a novel environmental chal-

lenge. Put another way, the neutrality

imposed by robustness leads to wide

neutral exploration and subsequent nov-

elty in design and function, enhancing

evolvability.8,9

The third idea concerns the theory of

fitness landscapes. Recently, that theory

has been developed most extensively in

the study of viruses because one can

measure genotype, phenotype, and

fitness more easily than for most other or-

ganisms. Fitness landscape theory has

not been linked to the paradox of robust-

ness but could be an important future

development.

The paradox of robustness essentially

describes how changes in system robust-

ness tend to flatten the fitness landscape
that shapes the evolution of the system’s

components. The flatter landscape leads

to less intense selection, more variability,

and altered marginal costs and benefits.

Explicit analyses of those changes may

provide further insight.

I now turn to the most important related

theory, constructive neutral evolution.

This theory originated in the 1990s in Dal-

housie, Canada, predating my own work

on the paradox of robustness by about

ten years. The work was developed by

Michael Gray, Arlin Stoltzfus, Ford Doolit-

tle, and many others.10 I only learned

about constructive neutral evolution

recently. One goal for this article is to

bring the complementary insights of

constructive neutral evolution and the

paradox of robustness together to

advance our understanding over a

broader set of biological problems.

RNA editing provided the first example

of this theory. Typically, DNA makes

RNA makes protein. In some organisms,

DNA makes RNA, the RNA sequence is

altered by an editing process, and the edi-

ted RNA sequence makes protein. For

example, C nucleotides in the RNA may

be converted to U nucleotides. U nucleo-

tides in RNA are analogous to T nucleo-

tides in DNA. The C ➞ U change means

that, in the RNA, a U remains U, and a C

becomes U.

In the absence of RNA editing, a DNA

nucleotide G codes for an RNA C, and a

DNA nucleotide A codes for an RNA U.

In the presence of RNA editing in which

C ➞ U, the DNA nucleotides G and A

both code for RNA U. Thus, RNA editing

causes neutrality at the DNA level be-

tween G and A nucleotides, leading to

drift in the frequency of those nucleotides

at particular sites in the DNA sequence.

If the RNA editing process were

removed, some of the G and A DNA

nucleotide variants would associate with

different amino acids in the protein. The

majority of amino acid changes would

likely be deleterious. Thus, once RNA ed-

iting is in place and the associated DNA

nucleotides drift in frequency, it will often

be difficult evolutionarily to remove the

RNA editing process.

An evolutionary ratchet occurs. RNA

editing causes neutrality at the DNA level.

Drift occurs. Removal of RNA editing

leads to new deleterious DNA variants,

disfavoring loss of the RNA editing

process.
The general scenario leads to a ubiqui-

tous force of genomic complexification.

First, a new mechanism of genomic pro-

cessing arises. That mechanism buffers

variability in another process, rendering

some variants neutral. Drift follows. The

new buffering mechanism cannot be

removed without deleterious conse-

quences. The genomic processing sys-

tem has become irreversibly more com-

plex. Constructive neutral evolution has

occurred.

Eukaryotic genomes often seem irratio-

nally complex. Constructive neutral evo-

lution shows how such complexity may

arise nonadaptively, as a consequence

of buffering or robustness mechanisms.10

A second example of constructive

neutral evolution comes from Susan Lind-

quist’s work on cellular buffering, briefly

mentioned at the start of this section.8

Lindquistworkedon theheat shockprotein

Hsp90. This protein helps other proteins

to fold correctly into functional three-

dimensional structures. In the absence of

Hsp90, primary amino acid sequence vari-

ants may misfold. In the presence of the

Hsp90 folding chaperone, some of those

sequence variants fold into approximately

equivalent functional shapes.

Lindquist realized that the Hsp90 chap-

erone adds robustness to the system,

effectively buffering amino acid variation

and causing different genetic variants to

be selectively neutral. Lindquist empha-

sized that such robustness and associated

increase in genetic variation may enhance

future adaptation. In a subsequently

changed environment, some of those

currently neutral variants might become

advantageous, allowing rapid evolutionary

response to the changed environment.

Lindquist developed her ideas in the

1990s, around the same time as the the-

ory of constructive neutral evolution first

arose. The ideas are similar. However,

Lindquist focused on genetic variation

and future evolvability. By contrast,

constructive neutral evolution empha-

sizes the complexification of cellular pro-

cess. Once protein folding chaperones

are in place and the buffered neutral vari-

ation follows in the primary amino acid se-

quences, removing the chaperone may

be significantly deleterious. An essentially

irreversible complexification of cellular

process occurs.

Small populations fluctuate more than

large populations, making them more
Cell Systems 14, December 20, 2023 1017
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susceptible to neutral drift. Thus, evolu-

tionary pathways to complexity likely

differ between relatively small eukaryotic

populations and relatively large prokary-

otic populations.7,11 In prokaryotes, pop-

ulation bottlenecks that increase drift or

species with small populations may play

a special role in complexity.

Finally, in my own work on the paradox

of robustness, I have emphasized that ge-

nomes are overwired.6 By that, I mean

that the regulatory network of key pro-

cesses seems to contain a very large

number of inputs into particular functions.

An engineer designing such a control sys-

tem would not create such a complexly

wired network that is so difficult to under-

stand and adjust.

For example, many different factors in-

fluence the expression of a gene. Tran-

scription factors bind to nearby DNA,

raising or lowering gene expression.

Distant sites in the genome act as en-

hancers or suppressors. DNA winds

around histone proteins, in which both

the histones themselves and the DNA

winding affect expression. The DNA is

marked with methyl or acetyl groups,

altering expression. A variety of RNAs en-

coded in other parts of the genome influ-

ence different steps in the DNA to RNA

to protein process. Why is it all so

complex?

The paradox of robustness naturally

leads to additional higher level regulatory

controls that cause evolutionary relaxa-

tion of lower-level controls. The complex-

ification is typically irreversible. Additional

layers of robustness get added, leading

to a deeply and densely wired control

system.

Constructive neutral evolution would

lead to a similar interpretation. A primary

goal of this article is to consider how

the paradox of robustness and construc-

tive neutral evolution provide comple-

mentary perspectives on complexity,

each theory emphasizing different as-

pects of evolutionary process. Bringing

together those alternative perspectives

leads to a broader and more powerful

framework for understanding robustness

and complexity.

Hourglass patterns of robustness
and complexity
This section introduces two patterns of

complexity in robust systems. The

following section joins those observed
1018 Cell Systems 14, December 20, 2023
patterns with the previously described

theory to formulate the broader concep-

tual framework for future work.

The first pattern concerns the hourglass

model of development.4 When comparing

related species, the early stages of devel-

opment tend to diverge relatively rapidly.

The intermediate stages diverge relatively

slowly, implying stronger conservation or

constraint for those stages. The late

stages of development diverge relatively

rapidly.

Visually, we may think of the early

stages as the widely divergent bottom of

the hourglass. The intermediate stages

are the constrained narrow neck of the

hourglass. The late stages of final adult

form set the widely divergent top.

A recent study of the nematode Caeno-

rhabditis elegans provides an example.12

Proteins that affect early stages of devel-

opment have evolved relatively rapidly

when compared to related species. Pro-

teins that affect intermediate stages

have evolved relatively slowly. Proteins

that affect late stages have evolved rela-

tively rapidly. The authors interpret this

pattern in terms of the classic hour-

glass model.

The second example concerns the

hourglass pattern of design for robust

and complex systems in both engineering

and biology.5 These ideas about robust

system architecture come from John

Doyle, a major contributor to robust con-

trol theory in engineering.

Modern mobile phones provide an

example of Doyle’s hourglass architec-

ture. Mobile phones are essentially small

computers. The hardware aspect of a

computer provides a few basic functions.

Information needs to be stored in a

retrievable way. Digital logic supports

programming. Different hardware can

offer these same basic functions.

Various companies manufacture mo-

bile phones. Their hardware designs differ

but remain qualitatively equivalent with re-

gard to computation. In Doyle’s hour-

glass, lower-level hardware diversity

arises because there are many approxi-

mately equivalent ways to provide a basic

foundation for similar functions. The lower

part of the hourglass is diverse and wide.

The different hardwares are functionally

equivalent because they all support the

same basic set of protocols. The proto-

cols are the core part of the operating sys-

tem that sits atop the hardware. An oper-
ating system is like Microsoft Windows,

which runs on many personal computers,

or Mac OS, which runs on Apple com-

puters. Essentially all modern mobile

phones run variants of the Linux operating

system.

At the base layer of Linux, the kernel sits

just above the hardware. When a software

program running on a phone needs to

store information, it tells the kernel’s pro-

tocols to store the information. The soft-

ware program does not know anything

about how the hardware actually stores

the data. The software only knows how

to talk to the core protocols. Similarly,

the hardware does not know anything

about the software layer. The hardware

only provides the basis for the core

protocols.

The core protocols are highly con-

strained by the need to provide the com-

mon foundation for computation. They

do not differ very much from one phone

to another, apart from the need to trans-

late messages from the software layer to

any special hardware that a phone might

have. In Doyle’s hourglass, the protocols

form the narrow middle waist. The com-

mon protocols allow different hardwares

to be functionally equivalent, releasing

constraint on hardware design and lead-

ing to hardware diversity.

The upper software layer creates the

functions that make mobile phones use-

ful. The same software can in principle

run on any hardware because the soft-

ware talks only to the commonly used

operating system protocols. The upper

software layer diversifies widely to match

the wide range of functions that users de-

mand. The diverse software layer forms

Doyle’s wide upper half of the hourglass.

In practice, different manufacturers add

an additional software layer between the

core operating system protocols and the

functional software programs. That inter-

mediate software layer differentiates the

upper-level software that can run on the

phones of different manufacturers. How-

ever, that limitation mostly arises from

proprietary business practices rather

than from fundamental aspects of engi-

neering design.

At the engineering level, hardware di-

versifies because there are many physical

ways to make a base system layer that

supports common protocols. On top of

those common protocols, many different

functional or software processes can be
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developed, each talking to the same small

set of common protocols. The core proto-

cols act as a buffering layer that decon-

strains the need to match hardware and

software levels, allowing those levels to

evolve in nearly independent ways.

Doyle suggests that essentially all

robust complex systems have a similar

hourglass architecture, from airplanes to

automobiles to communication systems.

Csete and Doyle have also argued that

robust complex systems in biology have

a similar architecture.13 Consider two

examples.

First, essentially all cells of life po-

wer themselves by a disequilibrium be-

tween ATP and ADP molecules. Roughly

speaking, food is used to drive reactions

that add a phosphate group to ADP, mak-

ing ATP. The ATP/ADP disequilibrium

acts like a storage battery that provides

power to the cell, driving processes that

make the biomolecular structures of life

and powering functional and behavioral

activities.

Across life, widely conserved biochem-

ical mechanisms create and control the

ATP/ADPdisequilibrium. Those conserved

mechanisms form the core protocols of

power at the hourglass’s central waist. At

a lower, hardware-like level,manydifferent

biochemical reactions acquire and pro-

cess diverse kinds of food. Some organ-

isms can live on methane. Others need

sugar. At thewidebottomof the hourglass,

diverse biochemistry does the initial pro-

cessing of various food sources.

As the metabolic cascade moves up-

ward from the diverse initial inputs toward

the central ATP/ADP power protocols, the

biochemistry narrows to an evolutionarily

conserved core. From that narrow core,

once the ATP/ADP disequilibrium is in

place to provide power, life diversifies

widely into different software-like func-

tional programs. Different organisms use

that core power to build different kinds

of molecules and to function in different

ways. The top of the hourglass widens.

Second, essentially all cells of life use

the DNA makes RNA makes protein

cascade to translate stored hereditary in-

formation into the proteins that provide

function. Widely conserved protocols

process this essential translation. Varia-

tions occur but remain tightly constrained

by the basic need to use the information in

nucleotides to make functional amino

acid sequences.
Diversity in genomic information stor-

age, transmission, and retrieval forms a

wide hardware-like lower level that flows

into the narrow mid-level core protocols.

The proteins that emerge from that mid-

level build a widely divergent upper level

of software-like function. The genome

hardware level and the protein software

level may diverge broadly and in mostly

uncoupled ways.

A recent study by Michael Levin’s

group suggests a link between the hour-

glass model of development and Doyle’s

hourglass model of robust complexity.

Their computer simulation followed the

evolutionary processes that shape devel-

opment. Genomes encoded only simple

rules of cellular processes rather than final

developed forms. To solve particular

developmental challenges, the genomes

evolved to encode a few core protocols

of cell-cell interactions and some specifi-

cations for how those core protocols

were to be used.

The authors interpreted their results in

terms of an hourglass model of develop-

ment: ‘‘[M]utations resulting in noise or

changes in initial positions of the organs

. will not have a strong effect on survival

because the competency of the tissues

will make needed reconfigurations to

compensate for errors in initial state.’’

Put another way, the narrowly conserved

intermediatedevelopmental stages robustly

buffer fluctuations in early developmental

steps, leading to the evolutionary diversifi-

cation of those early steps. The study also

found that final forms could diverge widely,

tracing the classic hourglass shape.

The authors neither used the term

hourglass nor connected their work to

those classic theories for the evolution

of development. Instead, they rediscov-

ered the hourglass pattern directly from

observing how their computer simula-

tions evolved.

Similarly, they rediscovered aspects of

the hourglass model for the architecture

of robust and complex systems without

awareness of Doyle’s work. In particular,

they emphasized that the genomic hard-

ware evolved nearly independently from

the developmental software because the

relatively conserved core developmental

protocols screened off changes between

the hardware and software layers. They

emphasized the words hardware and

software in their interpretations. They

also noted that in planaria, a kind of flat-
worm, genomic changes are often un-

coupled from developmental changes.

This study’s rediscovery of the hour-

glass models of development and robust

complexity provides a compelling signal.

When different investigators start from

distinct backgrounds and focal questions

and then converge on similar concepts, it

oftenmeans that the time is right for a new

synthesis.

A broader conceptual foundation
Constructive neutral evolution and the

paradox of robustness describe similar

processes. A system’s higher-level mech-

anism suppresses the consequences of

variability at lower component levels.

The components become more variable,

perhaps drifting neutrally or evolving to

sloppier, lower cost and lower perfor-

mance states.

The two theories, although similar,

emphasize different aspects of biological

design.

Constructive neutral evolution focuses

primarily on genomic complexity. That

complexity in the storage and transmis-

sion of information links to Doyle’s hard-

ware level of robust and complex sys-

tems. There are many physical ways to

manage information. Diversity ultimately

matters little as long as the physical vari-

ety flows through the common protocol

of DNA makes RNA makes protein.

The paradox of robustness focuses

primarily on functional complexity. This

theory, initially motivated by the variety

of component systems that protect

against cancer, emphasizes physiolog-

ical homeostasis, repair of cellular dam-

age, cell suicide to avoid harm, excess

capacity to mitigate exceptional chal-

lenge, and plasticity and behavioral

adjustment to changing environments.

These functional protections link to

Doyle’s software level of robust and

complex systems.

At thegenomichardware level, construc-

tive neutral evolutionemphasizeshowbuff-

ering mechanisms often induce neutrality

and evolutionary drift in the processes

that manipulate information. The particular

ways in which information gets processed

may not matter so much as long as the

information retains the ability to encode

proteins. Systems tolerate low-level phys-

ical variety that retains support for the

essential protocols at the hourglass’s nar-

row waist.
Cell Systems 14, December 20, 2023 1019
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At the functional software level, the

paradox of robustness emphasizes how

buffering mechanisms often alter themar-

ginal costs and benefits of functional

components. For example, in the data

storage RAID example, the higher-level

RAID controller buffers the consequences

of failure at the component hard drive

level. Thus, the hard drives became

cheaper and sloppier, decaying in mar-

ginal cost and benefit to a lower-perform-

ing state. The hard drives did not drift

neutrally. Rather, they followed economic

principles. Robustness at the functional

level will often alter economic costs and

benefits rather than induce neutrality.

Pushing the analogies, the earliest

stages of development create the first

physical pieces needed to build an organ-

ism. Those physical pieces of hardware

can be made in a variety of ways, as

long as the basic pieces come into

place. Then, at the intermediate stage of

development, the hardware pieces have

to be organized through the common pro-

tocols that shape tissues. Those proto-

cols robustly buffer early variety and

provide the functional basis for the soft-

ware programming that makes diverse

adult forms.

Of course, the analogies are far from

perfect. But they do seem to capture

fundamental aspects of biological design.

They also match common patterns in hu-

man-engineered systems.

Previously, the various theories followed

isolated lines of thought. The paradox of

robustness, constructive neutral evolution,

Lindquist’s cellular buffering, the hourglass

model of development, and Doyle’s hour-

glass model of robust and complex sys-

tems arose separately and remained

alone. The fact that these ideas fit together

in a natural and cohesive way suggests

progress towarda comprehensive founda-

tion for understanding biological design.

Ratchet of complexity: Evolutionary
consequences
The more seemingly separate problems

that fit into our new framework, the more

evidence we have of moving in the right

direction. This final section considers

one further step toward conceptual unifi-

cation. Can we link our broad framing for

the biological evolution of robust and

complex systems to recent progress in

machine learning and artificial intelli-
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gence? Biological evolution is a particular

kind of learning process. Links with ma-

chine learning would not be surprising.

Recently, deep computational neural

networks provided several breakthroughs

in applications. Part of the success came

from using deep multilayer networks that

are densely connected. The huge param-

eter space of these models typically over-

fits the data. In spite of that overfitting, the

models often generalize well, with excel-

lent performance on test data not used

in the fitting process. This benign overfit-

ting remains an unsolved puzzle.14

The paradox of robustness creates

deeply densely connected networks in

evolutionary systems. With each addi-

tion of robustness at the system level,

the lower-level components relax evolu-

tionarily, causing some decay. Subse-

quently, the system cannot reverse by

removing the new robustness mecha-

nism because the decayed components

would perform poorly when not pro-

tected by the additional robustness.

An irreversible layer of complexity has

been added.

Eventually, a new high-level robustness

mechanism may be favored, layered

above the existing system. The process

repeats, with decay of lower-level compo-

nents and an irreversible ratchet of

increasing complexity.2,10,15 Eventually

the system becomes a deeply layered

and densely wired architecture.6 If deeply

densely wired systems do in fact learn

particularly well, then such overparame-

terized evolutionary systems may adapt

particularly rapidly and effectively to novel

challenges. Perhaps life owes part of its

great evolutionary success to the inevi-

table overwiring that arises from the

paradox of robustness.

Evolution proceeds by incremental trial

and error. Other kinds of systems de-

signed by incremental trial and error may

share similar features. Human institutions

come to mind. Incremental changes may

be more common than global redesign.

If so, we may expect that system-wide

error correction leads to the decaying

performance of subunits, a layered archi-

tecture, and irreversible complexity.
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